The South African Rail Preservation community faces a potentially much bigger crisis than we did at Millsite. The Millsite
situation is stable and the locomotives that are there are holding their own. The same cannot be said for the substantial
collection of locomotives at SANRASM.
An SIA team visited SANRASM last Friday at their Chamdor site and this is what they found. Once they had completed
this assignment they went to the South Site and found no security in place. There is evidence of ongoing theft at that
site as well.
To view the full report click here:
http://www.steam-in-action.com/images/pdf/when_hope_is_gone.pdf

Images from SANRASM Chamdor report compiled by Gert Jubileus and Lukas Nel.

The list below highlights the outstanding cross-section of industrial locomotives that were collected over many years by a group of members
calling themselves the South African National Railway and Steam Museum. While this organisation may have had good intentions it has been
guilty of appalling neglect when it comes to acting as the custodians of this magnificent collection of locomotives.
This list is as accurate as my own, and published records, will allow. Where the SANRASM location is known (Chamdor, old site, new site) it
is stated, otherwise the location is not known. It is probable that some of the locomotives stored at mines and other places have been cut up
for scrap.
It should be noted that in addition to this list SANRASM has some historic four wheel freight wagons, wooden coaches, old CGR six wheel
tenders, also a couple of steam rollers from Kimberley which have been left to decay, a wheel lathe and other tools and equipment, the body
of a tram and more.

Since we were alerted to this unfolding catastrophe we have done the following. We
have tried to identify who is who at SANRASM. Mike Myers and Wilfred Mole have had
5-hours of meetings with Lawrence Posniak in recent weeks. This achieved almost
nothing. Mr. Posniak is of the view that the locomotives were not collected so that they
could be brought back to steam and that as long as they exist, even as hulks, then it is
mission accomplished as far as they are concerned. We attempted to point out that
scrap thieves do not steal half a locomotive; they carry on relentlessly until there is

The people to communicate with are:
Michael Gammie, Chairman of SANRASM
E-mail: mike.gammie@btinternet.com
Cellular number: 083 610 0505.
Michael Dyke
E-mail: mikedyke@iafrica.com
Cellular number: 083 625 1879

nothing left. We are saddened at his lack of concern and the fact that he has dismissed
so many positive efforts to try and assist in saving the collection.
We are able to trace the history of the offers of support back nearly 10-years. We have
a substantial file of correspondence on the subject and SIA has almost since its inception

Lawrence Posniak
E-mail: Lawrence.Posniak@eskom.co.za or
lawrence.posniak@mtnloaded.co.za
Telephone 011 800 4064
Cellular number: 083 6330970

been drawing attention to the pending crisis at SANRASM. It is almost as if people have
shut the whole SANRASM catastrophe out of their minds and regard the outcome as
inevitable. SIA has by no means given up on this situation and believes that with robust
support from SIA members we can save something.

Colin Harris
E-mail: colin@corpnetdesign.co.za
Telephone (o) 011 704 0504
Cellular number: 072 288 9475.

Mike Dyke, who attended one of our meetings with Lawrence Posniak,
has been most helpful and has offered to do whatever he can to assist.
John Batwell who produces the publication The Courier is also supportive.
However, the issuing of a publication which paints a completely artificial
picture of the situation on the ground has not been helpful and in fact
has created a false dawn which has completely obscured the fact that
locomotives have been acquired from all over the country and been
funnelled right into the hands of the scrap thieves. They must be
delighted.
If any SIA members are SANRASM members then we suggest that
they get off the fence. If they feel that SANRASM’s current strategy
and ongoing policy is sound then they need to stand up and justify the
strategy. If they are happy to see all the locomotives destroyed (and
they will be if nothing urgent is done) then they need to use their
membership authority to get the attention of the people who make the
decisions behind the scenes.
We need to talk to SANRASM members so please stand up.
To be fair to Lawrence Posniak he was reasonably receptive to the
concept of receiving assistance but in his own words “I will not be
pushed”. After 10-years of warnings about the parlous situation in which
he finds himself we believe that statements like that are irresponsible.
In the same way that many people rushed to assist Reefsteamers to
stabilise their position after their finances had been severely mishandled
by ex members we once again ask SIA members to show their
support for what is going to be a tough initiative. We in fact find
ourselves in a very similar position to Millsite. Everybody knows the
locomotives are in danger; everybody seems to think it is a good idea
to save them, but the custodians will not budge when it comes to actually
allowing them to be moved to safer locations. The most significant
point raised in our meetings with Lawrence Posniak was simply this –
no one is asking SANRASM to give locomotives away or to lose
ownership rights. We are asking them to place them in a safe location
where nobody can touch them. Those locations do exist.
SIA’s investigations clearly reveal that many of the locomotives that
were made available to SANRASM were done so on trust. In other
words, on the basis that they would be looked after but would remain
the property of the original owners. Agreements exist where undertakings
were given by SANRASM to comply with those requirements.
Apparently the person that looked after the agreements emigrated to
the UK (can anyone identify this member?), and so conveniently the
true legal status of every locomotive is obscure. SIA is working to try
and quantify what the arrangements are between each party. We will
also engage with the original owners of the locomotives who will no
doubt be extremely distressed at the current state of affairs. Eskom
has indicated that they want to do a site inspection, which SIA is willing
to assist in facilitating.
SIA is always transparent and however good or bad the news is the
sooner it is placed in the public domain the better.
SIA has made many appeals through its monthly newsletter to SANRASM
members to step forward and to assist us to bring about a change in
thinking at the SANRASM executive level. By and large we have been
unsuccessful.
A lot of good people have resigned from SANRASM but that does not
save the locomotives. Whatever your connections are, whoever you
know, please do something. If you have a phone number please ring
it. Resigning will achieve nothing.
Many of the people listed below have had previous associations with
SANRASM and some of them were founder members. This is what

they think of the current situation. Please note these are unsolicited
comments that have reached us in recent days. They have been
made without prejudice.
It is becoming apparent that SIA is seen as an organisation that
can make a difference. We are grateful that we receive this type
of input but it is the greater membership body that needs to help us
take the action that is necessary to actually remove these items to
safer locations.

-----Original Message----From: Geoff Pethick [mailto:geoffp@netactive.co.za]
Sent: 07 September 2010 10:57 AM
Subject: Re: Kitson loco
The security guard in the photos accompanied us by request, there
are no security guards there, no fence, no barbed wire, dogs, alarms,
nothing, not even a board saying what they are and who they belong
to. They are to all intents and purposes abandoned in the veld.
Couple that to the large squatter camp within 500 metres and the
number of cash for scrap places in Chamdor this is the inevitable
result. It also seems that nobody from SANRASM went to look at
them or do anything to rectify the situation.
Kitson and the other Eskom locos at the other two sites were safe
on Friday, but we saw no human presence there and only a chain
on a gate 'preventing' entry, which would take 5 seconds to cut.
Regards
Geoff Pethick

-----Original Message----From: Les Pivnic [mailto:class15F3101@iafrica.com]
Sent: 06 September 2010 09:13
To: John Batwell
Subject: Disgusted with SANRASM
Importance: High
Dear John
What follows below is not aimed at you personally but at SANRASM
as an organisation.
I am totally disgusted with SANRASM!
I have seen photos of the TOTAL DESTRUCTION of locomotives
at Chamdor - I'm shattered at the level of destruction!
I believe that several offers of assistance to SANRASM have been
rebuffed and now this?!!!!!
I was directly involved in the donation of the J class tank engine by
SATS to SANRASM and now she is a wreck!
SANRASM has custody of KITSON which should be terminated
forthwith!
As a form of protest, I do not want ANY MORE of my written material
published in SANRASM's Courier. I want absolutely nothing to do
with SANRASM!
I expect you to honour my wishes.
Regards
Les Pivnic

----- Original Message ----From: stoker3406
To:
Sent: Monday, September 06, 2010 8:26 PM
Subject: [sar-L] Re: An open letter to all SANRASM members, Office
bearers and Committee members
Hi Les & all.
We visited those locos a while back and thought they were not safe.
Not good to hear they are being cut up, yet SANRASM still gets
locomotives donated to them??
How safe are the locos and coaches at that other site/graveyard?
Concerned greetings.
J & J.

In , "randfontein2003" < wrote:
Dear SANRASM,
Your locomotives stored at your "New" site out at Chamdor are being
systematically cut up by professional scrap merchants and you are not
doing a damn thing to stop them! You should be ashamed of calling
yourselves a preservation society!
Steam In Action offered you assistance in the safekeeping of these same
locomotives some time back, and your response to this offer was "We
don't want to be pushed"!
I challenge any member or office bearer of SANRASM to inform this list
as to what action they intend taking in order to save the few bits that are
left.
Regards,
Les Smith

-----Original Message----From: Ian Pretorius [mailto:ian@atlanticrail.co.za]
Sent: 06 September 2010 18:30
To: joannewest@btinternet.com
Subject: RE: Disgusted with SANRASM
Obviously the words disgusting, terrible, sacrilege etc come to
mind. It can do so much damage to the rest of the railway
preservation fraternity to have one institution that has been so
negligent in the execution of their so-called preservation effort.
I have been very reluctant over the last few years to include my
involvement and past chairmanship of SANRASM in my CV.
Fortunately I was chairman prior to Lawrence Posniak. In those
days we still had some very good committee members including
Dave Richardson and John Middleton. When I left (I had to resign
when I joined SATS Museum) there was a healthy bank balance,
an established market and a rosy future.
Jenny was still running the marketing for SANRASM but
unfortunately soon after I left she was victimized to such an extent
that she had to resign. She then joined me at the SATS Museum.
I could then see the demise of SANRASM and that was in 1989.
When the Transnet Heritage Foundation lost its only working
14CRB due to an accident, I think it was roundabout 1998, I
approached Colin Harris who was then on the committee of
SANRASM. I had a mandate from Transnet to acquire the 14CRB
from SANRASM and rebuild it with the parts that were salvaged
from the accident damaged 14CRB. We offered them two Class
15F’s in full working order in exchange. Colin Harris took this
offer to Lawrence Posniak and he turned us down. It was then
that I finally turned my back on him.
I unfortunately cannot offer a logical solution to the Chamdor
problem. I wish you the best of luck.
Regards,
Ian

The South African Heritage Resources Agency have been
advised as per the e-mail below. We commend them on their
quick response.
-----Original Message----From: Dave Richardson [mailto:david.richardson@absamail.co.za]
Sent: 07 September 2010 08:47
To: joannewest@btinternet.com
Subject: RE: Disgusted with SANRASM
My heart breaks when I read this saga. I attended all the various meetings
with the (then) Krugersdorp Municipality and a great future was foreseen
for Chamdor. I do not know the exact list of locos there but they are not
all priceless. You know my feelings on maintaining scrap yards. However
the S2 # 3789 went to SANRASM after a major overhaul and was moved
to Chamdor against my advice when I was involved. The loco was brand
new and you can still see the cut marks on the driving wheels. I just
cannot see how to break the deadlock. LP and co just do not want to
cooperate.
Kind Regards
Dave Richardson

-----Original Message----From: Les Pivnic [mailto:class15F3101@iafrica.com]
Sent: 06 September 2010 02:54 PM
To: Wilfred Mole; Joanne West
Cc: Mike Myers; Andy Selfe; REGINA ISAACS
Dear Ms Isaacs
It has come to my notice that historical locomotives in the care of
the SANRASM organisation have been virtually destroyed by
metal thieves at their unprotected Chamdor site near Krugersdorp.
Many of these locomotives represented the last of their type in
South Africa.
At another SANRASM site also near Krugersdorp, they have
custody of an ex Natal Government Railways locomotive named
"KITSON" after the builder who supplied her in 1879.

This locomotive was until comparatively recently, the oldest
working steam locomotive in South Africa - she was used by
ESKOM at Rosherville near Johannesburg.

To: "Les Pivnic" <class15F3101@iafrica.com
Subject: Re: Kitson loco
Dear Mr Pivnic

She is also a declared National Monument.
This loco in the custody of SANRASM, is in grave danger of
being vandalized and I am hereby appealing to you, to allow this
priceless relic to be removed to a safe location that can be
provided by the Steam in Action Group.
There are several other historically valuable locomotives also in
danger of being totally vandalised at the SANRASM sites.
Your assistance in this matter would be much appreciated.

Thank you for bringing concerns around the deterioration of historical
locomotives to SAHRA's attention.
Do you have contact names and details of SANRASM so that the
matter can be addressed with the relevant person(s).
I look forward to your reply.
Regards
Regina Isaacs

Kind regards
Les Pivnic
From: "REGINA ISAACS" <RISAACS@sahra.org.za
Sent: Monday, September 06, 2010 2:40 PM

This is what SIA wrote to Herr Posniak on 15 February 2009:

The following input was also received.

From: Mike Myers [mailto:mikem@sandstone.co.za]
Sent: 15 February 2009 08:22 AM
To: 'Lawrence Posniak'
Subject: Locomotives at Chamdore

“I hope you got the photographs.

Dear Mr. Posniak,
As you know Steam in Action has over 700 members, many of
whom are very concerned about the valuable locomotives at
Chamdore which falls under the SANRAM umbrella. You might be
interested in an extract from a report by one SANRASM member
which reads:

One of the biggest losses to my mind is that all the coupling rods
from the sole S class have now been stolen. These were intact at
my last visit.”
This is really powerful stuff because you cannot argue with it.
This simple, no nonsense information and the accompanying
photographs make nonsense of the claims being made by
SANRASM. The fact is that there will be nothing left because the
attrition is constant and the security non-existent.

“I spoke to the so called security guard who was on duty, who told
me he was too scared to chase off the "Affirmative Action Shoppers"
as they had threatened to slit his throat if he tried to stop them. He
also said they told him his life was not worth it for looking after the
White man's things. This facility is not at all secured, there are no
fences, and an informal settlement is a mere stone's throw away.
He said he walks around first thing in the mornings, and picks up
the bits and pieces the shoppers have left behind. He showed me
what he had collected this morning which included one chimney
and several small connecting rods!

Was it your intention to offer a safe haven for these locomotives
to the many organizations that donated them to you with the certain
knowledge that they would be destroyed in their entirety?
Yours sincerely,
Michael C. Myers
Office Telephone: 011 805 4692
FaxEmail: 0866 148 453

I did not feel safe at all being there, and cut my visit short after
taking a couple of photos.”

From: Mike Myers [mailto:mikem@sandstone.co.za]
Sent: 09 November 2009 08:48 AM
To: Lorna Ndlela
Subject: Eskom locomotives in preservation

From: Mike Myers [mailto:mikem@sandstone.co.za]
Sent: 07 September 2010 11:46 AM
To: 'Lorna Ndlela'
Subject: FW: Eskom locomotives in preservation

Dear Lorna,

Dear Lorna,

We have attached pictures of Avonside leaving Millsite for SANRASM
on 12 November 1991 behind 6A 454 which had been at Millsite for
axle box repairs.

We have not heard from you for sometime now and we have been
hoping to get some feedback.

The pictures of Hunslet and Kitty are from the day of the official
handover from ESKOM to SANRASM (13/02/93).
Kitty was only to be steamed on special occasions when ESKOM
was present but Hunslet saw a lot of use on SANRASM service
trains
As you now know they items have been abandoned.
I also wanted to mention that there is growing local and international
disquiet over this. Please refer to the SIA Newsletter for October,
attached. There has led to a flood of new information, mostly bad.
We do need to publish Eskom’s thoughts during November. Our
deadline is 25 /11 for SIA member feedback.
Lorna we appreciate the work that you are putting in to this and we
look forward to your feedback. We believe that with your assistance
these assets can not only be saved but can be returned to use as
a positive move by both Eskom and South Africa.
Regards,
Michael C. Myers
Office Telephone: 011 805 4692
eFax: 0866 148 453

We would like you to be aware that at a recent meeting with SANRASM,
which we had at last managed to secure, we were requested to assist
with the moving of 27 locomotives stored at Chamdor by SANRASM
due to the fact that they were at risk. We have been warning them
that the locomotives were under attack by scrap thieves for many
years and it had now become apparent to SANRASM that they do
not have the resources to either protect or move the locomotives.
An inspection of the locomotives following the request for assistance,
unfortunately at the 11th hour, has revealed that all 27 locomotives
at Chamdor have been vandalised and cut to such an extent that they
are beyond saving. To put it bluntly all that is left is scrap metal which
will no doubt continue to be stolen until there is nothing left. This is
a tragedy and a disaster for the preservation of South Africa’s historical
locomotives.
We fear that those stored at SANRASM’s other site, which is where
your locomotive Kitson is standing, will go the same way.
We urge you to seriously review your position before it is too late and
we would like to meet with you as soon as possible to discuss some
alternatives with a view to saving your and the other locomotives
standing there. Can you please advise us what day, next week if
possible, would suit you and at what time.
I look forward to hearing from you.

From: Mike Myers [mailto:mikem@sandstone.co.za]
Sent: 09 March 2010 03:28 PM
To: 'Lorna Ndlela'
Subject: FW: Eskom locomotives in preservation

Yours sincerely,
Michael C. Myers

Dear Lorna,

-----Original Message----From: Lorna Ndlela [mailto:Lorna.Ndlela@eskom.co.za]
Sent: 07 September 2010 12:51 PM
To: Mike Myers
Subject: Re: FW: Eskom locomotives in preservation

Attached are some more photographs of the condition of your once
proud locomotives. What can we tell the SIA members? My e-mail
below refers. I believe you have had more than enough time to
discuss this matter with SANRASM.
Kind regards,
Michael C. Myers

NB: This email and its contents are subject to the Eskom Holdings
Limited EMAIL LEGAL NOTICE which can be viewed at:
http://www.eskom.co.za/email_legalnotice

Hi Mike,
Jenny has been trying to secure a date with SANRASM for us to go
and visit the sites. After which we will make a decision together with
our legal Department on the way forward.
I will then inform you as soon we have made our decision
Eskom Documentation and Information Centre Manager

The following has just been received from Transnet. We are somewhat surprised since the consultation process regarding the total list is still
in process. If any SIA members are interested in any of these locos please let us know.

SIA has permission from Colin Harris to go and do a survey of the main SANRASM site. Shaun
Ackerman and Andrew King are going to do the technical assessment of every locomotive.
It is likely to be early one morning next week, i.e. say starting at 06h00. We estimate it will take us
about 3-hours.
SIA members are invited to join us. Please e-mail Joanne (E: joannewest@btinternet.com) and we
will confirm the date.
Please let me know if you can assist. Bear in mind that there are very few heroes around at the
moment, mostly zeros.

Unidentified NG loco at SANRASM. Photograph by Gert Jubileus.

NGG 11 at SANRASM. Photograph by Gert Jubileus.

This newsletter was produced by Eloise du Preez, with the assistance and support of Joanne West, based on inputs
from dozens of SIA members. All SIA members should consider themselves members of an ‘Advisory Board’. Please
feel free to communicate with us and send your contributions to joannewest@btinternet.com.

Reminder: Our website is live and our membership subscription service is operating. Please spread the word.

